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NEW PHOENIX CENTER STUDY FINDS FIXED BROADBAND SPEEDS IN THE UNITED 
STATES AMONG THE BEST IN THE WORLD 

Average download speeds in U.S. cities exceeds 200 Mbps and upload speeds average 65 Mbps, 
both faster than the majority of developed countries   

WASHINGTON, D.C. — A constant refrain often heard in the broadband debate is that Internet 
speeds in the United States are generally far slower than for most other advanced countries.  To test 
that argument, in a new analysis released today entitled A Comparative Analysis of Fixed Broadband 
Speeds in Cities Across the World, Phoenix Center Chief Economist Dr. George Ford compares fixed 
broadband speeds in U.S. cities to speeds in cities in other, advanced economies.  Data from Ookla’s 
(speedtest.net) Open Data Initiative are used to compare fixed broadband speeds across 4,480 cities 
around the globe (910 in the U.S.) from 98 nations.  Across multiple comparisons, Dr. Ford finds that 
the U.S. has equal or higher download speeds—often much higher—than do other comparator 
countries.  Of the 98 countries in the sample, average speeds in the U.S. are in the top 5% of all 
countries’ average download speeds, and in the top third of upload speeds.  But even this lower 
ranking in upload speeds is unconcerning because upload speed differences are typically small.  In 
any event, the data do not support the claim that the speeds in the U.S. are slower than most other 
advanced nations. 

“Across many cities located in nearly one hundred nations, U.S. broadband speeds are found to 
be well above average,” says study author Phoenix Center Chief Economist Dr. George S. Ford.  “The 
evidence belies the claim of lagging broadband speeds in the United States.”   

A full copy of PHOENIX CENTER POLICY BULLETIN NO. 54, A Comparative Analysis of Fixed 
Broadband Speeds in Cities Across the World, may be downloaded free from the Phoenix Center’s web 
page at:  https://www.phoenix-center.org/PolicyBulletin/PCPB54Final.pdf.    

The Phoenix Center is a non-profit 501(c)(3) organization that studies broad public-policy issues related 
to governance, social and economic conditions, with a particular emphasis on the law and economics of the 
digital age.  
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